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Production of pi0 and η mesons has been measured at midrapidity in Cu+Au collisions at√
sNN=200 GeV. Measurements were performed in pi
0(η)→ γγ decay channel in the 1(2)-20 GeV/c
transverse momentum range. A strong suppression is observed for pi0 and η meson production at
high transverse momentum in central Cu+Au collisions relative to the p+p results scaled by the
number of nucleon-nucleon collisions. In central collisions the suppression is similar to Au+Au with
comparable nuclear overlap. The η/pi0 ratio measured as a function of transverse momentum is con-
sistent with mT -scaling parameterization down to pT = 2 GeV/c, its asymptotic value is constant
and consistent with Au+Au and p+p and does not show any significant dependence on collision
centrality. Similar results were obtained in hadron-hadron, hadron-nucleus, and nucleus-nucleus
collisions as well as in e+e− collisions in a range of collision energies
√
sNN = 3–1800 GeV. This
suggests that the quark-gluon-plasma medium produced in Cu+Cu collisions either does not affect
the jet fragmentation into light mesons or it affects the pi0 and η the same way.
I. INTRODUCTION
Experiments at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC) [1–4] and later at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) [5–8] established the formation of quark-gluon
plasma (QGP) in relativistic collisions of heavy ions
(A+A). One of the most important tools to investi-
gate the properties of this new medium are identified
hadrons at high transverse momenta (pT >5 GeV/c), be-
cause they are leading fragments [9] of jets from hard-
scattered partons, which, before fragmentation, inter-
acted with the QGP [10]. The differential cross section of
high-pT hadron production in elementary p+p collisions
can be derived using next-to-leading-order perturbative-
quantum-chromodynamics formalism [11, 12]:
dσpp→hX ≈
∑
abcd
∫
dxadxbdzcfa/p(xa)⊗ fb/p(xb) (1)
⊗ dσab→cd ⊗Dc→h(zc),
where xa,b is the initial momentum fraction carried by
partons a and b, zc is the final-state momentum fraction
of the hadron h, fa/p and fb/p are the parton distribution
∗ Deceased
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functions (PDFs), dσab→cd is the differential cross section
of the initial partons hard scattering, Dc→h is the frag-
mentation function (FF) of the hard scattered parton to
the final-state hadron.
There are two classes of nuclear effects, which mod-
ify the high-pT hadron production cross section in A+A
collisions. The initial state (or cold nuclear matter) ef-
fects are related to the presence of a heavy nucleus in the
collision and require the modification of the correspond-
ing PDF in Eq. 1. The correction factors for PDFs are
usually obtained from the p/d+A data [13, 14].
The final-state effects are related to the formation of a
hot, dense medium, QGP. While the hard-scattered par-
ton propagates through the medium, it loses a fraction of
its energy (jet-quenching) [10, 15, 16] by gluon emission
or elastic scatterings with the medium constituents.
Parton energy loss in the QGP is quantified with the jet
transport coefficient qˆ, defined as the squared momentum
exchange between the hard parton and the medium per
unit path length [10]. The relation of qˆ to other medium
parameters, such as temperature, shear viscosity and en-
tropy, is indicative of the character of the coupling to the
medium [17].
Several phenomenological models [18–22] were de-
signed to estimate qˆ based on RAB measurements at
RHIC and the LHC. In the model calculations, the final
state effects are usually accounted for by replacing Dc→h
with the medium-modified FF D˜c→h in Eq. 1. Methods
of D˜c→h estimation are specific for each parton energy
4model. Also several attempts were made to extract qˆ us-
ing lattice QCD calculations [23, 24]. The effects of the
medium on particle production are usually quantified by
the nuclear modification factor (RAB):
RcentAB (pT ) =
1
T centAB
dN centAB /dpT
dσpp/dpT
, (2)
where dN centAB is the particle yield measured in A+B col-
lisions for a given centrality class (cent), dσpp is the cross
section of the same particle measured in p+p collisions
at the same collision energy, T centAB is the nuclear thick-
ness function for the event class [25]. The energy loss of
hard-scattered partons causes a reduction of RAB from
unity towards smaller values.
Measurement of pi0 meson production is particularly
interesting, because pi0s are abundantly produced and
their yields can be measured up to high pT with good
particle identification, an excellent signal-to-background
ratio (S/B), and relatively small uncertainties using the
electromagnetic calorimeters (EMCal) of the PHENIX
detector. The η meson has four times heavier mass
than pi0 and an about 50% strangeness content. Thus
measurements of η allow to study the dependence of jet
quenching on the hadron mass and flavor content. Mea-
surement of η/pi0 in A+A gives an opportunity to better
understand whether fragmentation processes are affected
by the presence of the colored medium.
Previously published results on pi0 and η production at
PHENIX were obtained in symmetric heavy-ion systems
such as Au+Au and Cu+Cu [26–30]. Contrarily to that,
Cu+Au collisions at
√
s
NN
= 200 GeV is the first asym-
metric system of heavy nuclei studied at RHIC. Such col-
lisions provide a different collision geometry from the one
realized in symmetric systems. In central collisions the
Cu nucleus is fully submerged in the Au nucleus, which
results in the reduction of nucleon-nucleon interactions
in the “corona” region [31] of the collision (see Fig. 1).
In semi-central Cu+Au collisions an asymmetry of the
nuclear overlap region is present along the axis connect-
ing the centers of the interacting nuclei. These features
make Cu+Au collision system an important part of the
systematic study of the final-state effects in heavy-ion
collisions.
In this paper we present pi0 and η meson pT spectra
and nuclear modification factor measurements in Cu+Au
collisions at
√
s
NN
= 200 GeV. Data were collected in
RHIC Year-2012 run with the PHENIX detector.
II. DATA ANALYSIS
A detailed description of the PHENIX experimental
set-up can be found elsewhere [32]. Beam-beam coun-
ters (BBC, 3.0 < |η| < 3.9) [33] located downstream in
both beam directions (north and south), each consisting
of 64 Cˇerenkov-radiator counters, provide the minimum-
bias (MB) trigger [34] and are also used to determine the
Cu+Au
=431, b=1.5 fm
coll
=202, NpartN
Au+Au
=315, b=7.8 fm
coll
=148, NpartN
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Au+Au
=523, b=6.2 fm
coll
=212, NpartN
collpart
Cu+Au
=292, b=4.3 fm=147, NN
FIG. 1. Cartoon showing Au+Au and Cu+Au collisions with
comparable Npart. On panel (b) the overlap area is asym-
metric, and part of the dilute surfaces of Au and Cu (corona)
overlap.
TABLE I. The average values of the nuclear thickness func-
tion 〈TAB〉 and the numbers of nucleons participating in the
nuclei interaction 〈Npart〉 in different Cu+Au centrality inter-
vals.
Centrality interval 〈TAB〉 (mb−1) 〈Npart〉
Minimum Bias 2.54± 0.19 61.1± 2.7
0%–10% 8.8± 0.6 177.2± 5.2
10%–20% 6.0± 0.4 132.4± 3.7
0%–20% 7.5± 0.5 154.8± 4.1
20%–40% 3.1± 0.2 80.4± 3.3
40%–60% 1.00± 0.12 34.9± 2.8
event centrality and vertex position along the beam axis
(zBBC). The MB trigger is formed if two or more BBC
counters on each side detect the passage of charged parti-
cle(s). The MB trigger efficiency in Cu+Au is 93% of to-
tal inelastic collisions. The event centrality is defined by
the total charge observed in the BBC. The mean number
of participating nucleons (Npart), binary collisions (Ncoll)
and the nuclear overlap function (TAB) in various central-
ity intervals are estimated with a Glauber-model Monte-
Carlo simulation [25] folded with the BBC response. The
average values of TAB and Npart for different centrality
classes of Cu+Au collisions are listed in Table I.
The measurements are based on two data sets. Up to
moderate pT (< 8 GeV/c) 6.9 × 109 MB events satisfy-
ing a vertex cut of |zBBC| < 20 cm are used. To improve
statistics and extend the range to higher pT an additional
sample was collected with one of the EMCal hardware
triggers (ERT-A). This trigger required the presence of at
least one high-energy shower in the EMCal. After oﬄine
calibration it was found that the ERT-A trigger reached
full efficiency for photons with energy above 4.5–5 GeV
5depending on location in the calorimeter. The accumu-
lated ERT-A data sample after the same |zBBC| < 20 cm
vertex cut corresponds to 1.8× 1010 sampled MB events,
which is a factor of three more than the MB sample. MB
data is used to measure meson yields at pT < 8 GeV/c,
and ERT-A data set is used at higher momenta.
Reconstruction of pi0 and η mesons is performed via
their decay modes pi0 → γγ and η → γγ. Photons are
measured in the EMCal [35] located in the two central
arms of the PHENIX detector, each covering 90 degrees
in azimuth and |η| < 0.35 in pseudorapidity. The EM-
Cal comprises two technologically different subsystems:
lead-scintillator sampling calorimeter (PbSc) and lead-
glass Cˇerenkov calorimeter (PbGl), which cover 3/8 and
1/8 of the full azimuth, respectively. The PbSc and PbGl
subsystems have different linearity, energy resolution
(δE/E = 2.1%⊕8.1%/√E for PbSc and 0.8%⊕5.9%/√E
for PbGl) and segmentation (δφ × δη ≈ 0.01 × 0.01 for
PbSc and 0.008× 0.008 for PbGl).
The raw yields of pi0 and η mesons are determined
from the γγ invariant mass (minv) distribution, in bins
of pT and centrality. The analysis is carried out indepen-
dently for the PbSc and PbGl subsystems. Photon can-
didates have to satisfy a shower shape cut [35] and are
required to have energy (Eγ) larger than 0.4 GeV, which
helps to further reduce the contribution from other par-
ticles, mostly minimum ionizing hadrons. Each γγ pair
is required to satisfy an asymmetry cut |α| < 0.8, where
α = |Eγ1 −Eγ2|/(Eγ1 +Eγ2). The asymmetry cut helps
to reduce the background from combinatorial γγ pairs
in the minv distributions, improving the S/B ratio. A
typical invariant mass distribution is shown in Fig. 2.
The minv distributions contain two peaks in the se-
lected mass region, which correspond to decays of pi0
and η. At lower pT the peaks sit on top of a large com-
binatorial background. The shape of the background is
estimated by event mixing, i.e. from the minv distribu-
tion obtained by combining photons from different events
that nevertheless have similar collision vertex and cen-
trality. The mixed event distributions are normalized
and subtracted from the real event distributions. The
mixed events are normalized outside of the meson peaks
from 0.080 < minv < 0.085 and 0.3 < minv < 0.4 GeV/c
2
for the pi0 and 0.7 < minv < 0.8 GeV/c for the η. The
combinatorial background decreases rapidly with increas-
ing pT , therefore, mixed event subtraction is carried out
only for pT below 7–10 GeV/c depending on the collision
centrality. Above that the background under the peaks is
estimated from the average counts in real events outside,
but close to the peaks (sideband).
The resulting, combinatorial-subtracted invariant
mass distributions are fit to a combination of a Gaus-
sian to describe signal and a polynomial to describe the
residual background. First- and second-order polynomi-
als were used in pi0 and η measurements, respectively.
Meson raw yields were obtained as the difference between
the integral of the bin content in the mass peak regions
and the integral of the polynomial fits to the residual
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FIG. 2. Example of an invariant mass plot (4.5 < pT <
5.0 GeV/c). (a) The foreground (photon pairs from the same
event) is shown as points, the shaded area is the scaled mixed
event background. Insert (b) shows the pi0 peak area after
mixed event subtraction; the Gaussian fit to the peak and the
first order polynomial fit to the residual background are also
shown. Insert (c) shows the η peak area with the Gaussian
fit and second order polynomial for the residual background.
background in the same region. The mass peak regions
were defined as minv = 0.10-0.17 and 0.48-0.62 GeV/c
2
for pi0 and η, respectively.
Acceptance and reconstruction efficiency (efficiency
hereafter) are estimated using a geant3-based [36]
Monte-Carlo simulation of the PHENIX detector. The
simulation was tuned to reproduce the observed mass
peaks and widths of pi0 and η in the real data. To ac-
count for the effect of underlying events the simulated
mesons were embedded in real data in each centrality,
then analyzed with the same methods as the real data.
Final efficiencies also account for branching ratios of the
analyzed decay modes and for the ERT-A trigger effi-
ciency in the corresponding data sample.
Invariant yields of pi0 and η are obtained as follows:
1
Nevent
d2N
2pipT dpT dy
=
Nraw
2pipTNeventrec∆pT∆y
, (3)
where Nraw is the particle raw yield and rec is the ef-
ficiency (including acceptance and all other corrections),
Nevent is the number of analyzed events.
Systematic uncertainties are classified into three types.
Type A represents uncertainties, that are entirely pT -
uncorrelated; these are added in quadrature to the statis-
tical uncertainty. Type B uncertainties are pT -correlated,
but different from point to point, and all data points can
move up or down by the same fraction of their Type B
uncertainty. Type C represents uncertainties which move
all points up or down by the same fraction. Typical val-
ues of the estimated systematic and total uncertainties
are presented in Tables II and III.
6TABLE II. Systematic uncertainties for pi0 and η yields at different pT . Values are shown for PbSc(PbGl) subsystems. The
types of uncertainties are described in the text. Values with a range indicate the variation of the uncertainty over the different
centrality intervals.
Source pi0 → γγ η → γγ Type
3.25 GeV/c 11 GeV/c 3.25 GeV/c 11 GeV/c
Acceptance 1.5%(1.5%) 1.5%(1.5%) 1.5%(1.5%) 1.5%(1.5%) B
pT weights 1%(1%) 1%(1%) 1%(1%) 1%(1%) B
Energy scale 5%(5%) 9%(9%) 5%(5%) 9%(9%) B
Energy resolution 2%(2%) 2%(2%) 2%(2%) 2%(2%) B
ERT-A efficiency − 1%(1%) − 1.3%(1.3%) B
Photon conversion 5.2%(5.2%) 5.2%(5.2%) 5.2%(5.2%) 5.2%(5.2%) C
Cluster merging − 3%(2.5%) − − B
PID cuts 4%(4%)−6%(4%) 4%(4%)−6%(4%) 5%(5%)−7%(5%) 5%(5%)−7%(5%) B
Raw yield extraction 3%(3%) 3%(3%)−4%(4%) 8.13%(8.13%) 5.3%(5.3%)
Reconstruction efficiency 0.8%(1.5%)−1.7%(3%) 0.4%(0.7%)−0.7%(1.5%) 3%(5%)−4%(8%) 0.6%(1.2%)−1.03%(1.9%) A
TABLE III. Total uncertainties for pi0 and η combined spectra, RAB and η/pi
0 ratios at different pT . The types of uncertainties
are described in the text. Values with a range indicate the variation of the uncertainty over different centrality intervals.
Type 3.25 GeV/c 11 GeV/c 3.25 GeV/c 11 GeV/c
pi0 Combined Spectra η Combined Spectra
Stat 0.08%−0.2% 0.9%−4% 3%−5% 4%−11%
Type A 0.9%−1.8% 0.4%−0.9% 2%−4% 0.6%−0.9%
Type B 6%−7% 10.1%−10.3% 8.7%−9.3% 10.7%−11.1%
Type C 5.2% 5.2% 5.2% 5.2%
pi0 RAB η RAB
Type A + Stat. 1.0%−1.9% 2.6%−4.4% 4%−6% 6%−13%
Type B 10.5%−10.7% 14.3%−14.4% 13.7%−14.1% 14.4%−14.7%
Type C 12%−23% 12%−23% 12%−23% 12%−23%
η/pi0
Type A + Stat. 4%−6% 4%−12%
Type B 10.9%−11.4% 14.7%−15.1%
Type C − −
One of the main sources of systematic uncertainties is
the absolute energy calibration of the EMCal. The un-
certainty on the absolute scale was estimated to be 1%.
Due to the steeply falling (power-law) spectrum it corre-
sponds to ≈ 2-9% uncertainty for the measured yields of
pi0 and η mesons, which gradually increases from low to
high momentum. At high pT the measured pi
0 yields are
strongly affected by cluster merging when two photons
from a pi0 decay have a small opening angle and pro-
duce partially or fully overlapping showers, which can-
not be reconstructed as two individual clusters in the
EMCal. Cluster merging results in significant loss of pi0
reconstruction efficiency at high pT . Due to the different
segmentation and Moliere-radius [35] the merging effect
manifests itself differently in the PbSc and PbGl subsys-
tems. In PbSc the merging starts at pT > 12 GeV/c,
while in PbGl it starts only at pT > 16 GeV/c. Uncer-
tainties on how well the simulations describe the merging
effect result in corresponding uncertainties for the mea-
sured pi0 yields, increase with pT , reaching ≈20% in PbSc
and ≈9% in PbGl at 20 GeV/c. Due to the four times
heavier mass and larger γγ opening angle, the η mea-
surements will be influenced by cluster merging only at
pT > 50 GeV/c, which is far beyond the pT range pre-
sented in this analysis. At low pT (below ≈5 GeV/c)
the main uncertainty for pi0 and η comes from the raw
yield extraction due to relatively small S/B ratios. This
uncertainty is estimated as the maximum difference be-
tween raw yields obtained using different mass regions for
mixed event background normalization, different fitting
ranges, and different order polynomials for the residual
background estimation. Some photons from pi0 and η
decays convert into e−e+ pairs when traversing through
detector material. If this happens within the magnetic
7field, they are bent in opposite directions and can not
be reconstructed as a single photon-like cluster in the
EMCal. As a result, ≈ 25% of pi0 and η mesons are
lost. This effect is included in the efficiency calculation.
The uncertainty on how accurately it is reproduced in
the simulation is estimated to be 5.2%, and it is Type-
C, because in the relevant energy range the conversion
probability is almost constant.
Systematic uncertainties for η/pi0 ratios are included
as a quadratic sum of the type-B uncertainties from pi0
and η yields. Because type-C uncertainties of the pi0
and η yields are 100% correlated between these particle
measurements for all pT , this uncertainty cancels in the
ratios. The pT -correlated systematic uncertainties for
RAB include both uncertainties from Cu+Au and p+p
measurements [12].
Invariant yields are obtained separately for PbSc and
PbGl subsystems. The results are then averaged with
weights defined by the quadratic sum of statistical and
those systematic uncertainties that are uncorrelated be-
tween the two subsystems. The ratios of the yields ob-
tained in PbSc and PbGl to the averaged ones are pre-
sented in panels (b)-(d) and (f)-(h) of Fig. 3. Only uncor-
related systematic uncertainties are shown in the ratios.
Yields obtained in the different subsystems are consistent
within statistical and uncorrelated systematic uncertain-
ties. Typical systematic uncertainties for the combined
spectra, pi0 and η RAB and η/pi
0 ratio are listed in Ta-
ble III.
To facilitate comparison between different experiments
and data sets, the data points of the meson spectra are
plotted at the center of each given pT interval, which,
due to the falling spectrum, does not represent the true
physical value of the yield at that pT [37]. A bin-shift cor-
rection is applied that adjusts the meson yields to their
value at the bin center.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Invariant yields in the pT range 1(2)-20 GeV/c for pi
0
(η) mesons measured in different centrality intervals and
MB collisions are shown in panels (a) and (e) of Fig. 3,
respectively. At low pT the measurement is limited by
the rapidly decreasing S/B ratio, and at high pT by the
available statistics.
Spectra of pi0 and η mesons can be fitted with a sum
of Hagedorn and power-law functions:
f(pT ) = T (pT )
A
(1 + pT /p0)m
+ (1− T (pT )) B
pnT
, (4)
where T (pT ) = 1/(1 + exp((pT − t)/w)), A, p0, m, B,
n, t and w are free parameters. The parameter t gov-
erns at what pT the second, pure power-law term be-
comes dominant; t varies between 4–6 GeV/c, depend-
ing on centrality. The parameter w varies between 0.05–
0.15 GeV/c and governs the width of transition interval,
where the first term loses its dominance and the sec-
ond term becomes dominant. At high transverse mo-
menta f(pT ) ∝ pT−n. For pi0 in MB collisions n =
8.06±0.01stat±0.06sys, for the most central 0%–10% col-
lisions n = 8.02±0.02stat±0.07sys, and increases slowly to
n = 8.07± 0.02stat ± 0.06sys up to 40% centrality. These
numbers are consistent within uncertainties to the values
obtained in pure power-law fits at high pT (>8 GeV/c)
in 200 GeV Au+Au collisions with similar Npart [28, 39].
The η/pi0 ratios (Rη/pi0) as a function of pT for different
Cu+Au centrality intervals are presented in the Fig. 4.
Within uncertainties the measured Rη/pi0 are centrality
independent in the whole pT range of measurements. A
constant fit to the MB data in the 4< pT <20 GeV/c
region results in η/pi0 = 0.50± 0.01stat± 0.02sys, and the
various centrality bins are consistent with this value. The
dashed curve in Fig. 4 shows this asymptotically constant
fit modified according to mT -scaling. Similar results were
obtained in hadron-hadron, hadron-nucleus, and nucleus-
nucleus collisions as well as in e+e− collisions in a wide
range of collision energies
√
s
NN
= 3–1800 GeV [26, 40].
This suggests that QGP medium produced in Cu+Au
collisions either does not affect the jet fragmentation into
light mesons or it affects the pi0 and η the same way.
Nuclear modification factors of pi0 and η mesons as
functions of pT are shown in Fig. 5 for different Cu+Au
centrality intervals. The reference pi0 meson production
cross section in p+p collisions was obtained from the
2005 PHENIX p+p measurement [12]. For η meson RAB
estimation, the 2006 PHENIX p+p measurements were
used [38]. The RAB-s of pi
0 and η mesons are consistent
within uncertainties in the whole pT range for every ana-
lyzed centrality interval of Cu+Au collisions. At pT > 5
GeV/c RAB is ≈ 0.4 − 0.5 in most central collisions. A
weak pT dependence of the measured RAB values can be
observed. The suppression of pi0 and η decreases as one
moves to more peripheral collisions.
Fig. 6 compares RAB of pi
0 mesons measured as a func-
tion of pT in Cu+Au, Au+Au [28] and Cu+Cu [29] col-
lisions at
√
s
NN
= 200 GeV and similar Npart. In central
and semi-central Cu+Au collisions pi0 RAB are consistent
with those measured in Au+Au and Cu+Cu, if applica-
ble, which suggests that pi0 suppression mostly depends
on the energy density and size of the produced medium.
Because in the most central collisions the Cu ion is fully
submerged in Au, without any ”corona” [31], but the sup-
pression is the same as in Au+Au at comparable Npart,
the corona-effect is either nonexistent or very small.
In Fig. 7, the pi0 and η integrated RAB ’s are shown
as a function of Npart and compared to Au+Au. The
integration is carried out in two different pT ranges (pT >
5 GeV/c and pT > 10 GeV/c). The results obtained for
the two different collision systems are consistent within
uncertainties.
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FIG. 3. Left: pi0 (a) and η (e) invariant pT -spectra measured in different centrality intervals of Cu+Au collisions at
√
sNN=200
GeV. The dashed curves are a fit with two Hagedorn-type functions with an asymptotic power-law (pT
−n) behavior. Right:
ratios of pi0 (b-d) and η (f-h) yields measured in PbSc or PbGl subsystem to the averaged ones. Error bars represent a
quadratic sum of statistical and type-A systematic uncertainties. Error boxes in the right panel correspond to the quadratic
sum of systematic uncertainties, which are uncorrelated between PbSc and PbGl.
9IV. SUMMARY
In summary, PHENIX has measured pi0 and η invari-
ant pT -spectra and nuclear modification factors in asym-
metric collisions of heavy ions, Cu+Au at
√
s
NN
= 200
GeV in a wide pT range (1(2) < pT < 20 GeV/c)
and for several centrality intervals. In the more cen-
tral collisions the spectra are similar to those observed
in Au+Au. The asymptotic (high pT ) value of η/pi
0 is
0.50 ± 0.01stat ± 0.02sys, constant, independent of colli-
sion centrality, and consistent with the previously mea-
sured values in hadron-hadron, hadron-nucleus, nucleus-
nucleus as well as e+e− collisions at√s
NN
=3–1800 GeV,
suggesting that either the fragmentation of jets into pi0
and η is unchanged irrespective of the absence or pres-
ence of the medium, or it changes the same way, despite
the different flavor content. The values of RAB for pi
0
and η are consistent within uncertainties in all analyzed
centrality intervals of Cu+Au collisions. The suppres-
sion pattern of pi0 in Cu+Au collisions is consistent with
Au+Au and Cu+Cu collisions at the same interaction
energy and similar values of Npart.
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